Press Release
Carlton Palace Hotel appoints Executive Chef
Dubai, December 2015: Euprocino Santok has been appointed Executive Chef at the newly rebranded Carlton Palace Hotel, formerly Metropolitan Palace Hotel.
With more than 17 years’ experience in the industry, Euprocino is
well-matched to conceptualise the potential of the food & beverage
outlets at the hotel. Backed by a graduate degree in Hotel and
Restaurant Management, Euprocino has been honing his culinary
skills at various country clubs, resorts, hotels and luxury ships as well
as managing restaurant pre-openings. In addition, he holds
numerous gold and silver medals as Team Captain at the Chefs on
Parade competitions organised by the Hotel and Restaurant
Association of the Philippines.
Dining options at the Carlton Palace Hotel include the international
restaurant Al Shindagah, the Mediterranean Sketch Bar &
Restaurant, the coffee shop Gourmet Shop and the roof top Pool Bar as well as 24-hour room
service.
*** END ***
Notes for Media
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0
About the Carlton Palace Hotel
Carlton Palace Hotel, formerly Metropolitan Palace, is a grand 5-star hotel in the heart of Deira within easy reach
of Dubai Creek, Dubai Airport, metro stations and the World Trade Centre.
Reminiscent of an elegant era, the magnificent Baroque lobby with an imposing double staircase leads to the 212
spacious and newly refurbished rooms and suites. The rooms range from 32-205 sqm and are centred around a
balustrade-lined Atrium with greenery encircling a fountain. The hotel features all the facilities of a 5-star hotel
including rooftop swimming pool, spacious fitness centre with views of the city, business centre, a variety of
restaurants and bars as well as three floors dedicated to executive rooms and suites overlooking a classic Executive
Lounge. In addition, the hotel offers extensive conference and ballroom facilities, able to cater for 6-300 guests in
opulent settings.
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Carlton Palace Hotel is part of the Carlton Group of hotels. You are welcome to follow us on
www.twitter.com/CarltonPalace and www.facebook.com/CarltonPalaceHotelDubai.
About the Carlton Group of Hotels
The Carlton Group consists of three well established hotels; Imperial Palace Jordan, Carlton Tower Hotel, Dubai
and Carlton Palace Hotel, Deira.
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